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Weekly Market Report    

This is already our last report of the year!  

 

How time has flown by, hopefully your 2019 

has been successful and your 2020 will be 

even better.  

 

From all of us at PRETB Pte Ltd we wish you 

an amazing, healthy, happy and profitable 

year ahead. 

 

Weekly Overview  

Price changes week on week 

 

 
 

Largely markets have remained at the same 

levels, as most traders are out on their annual 

break. However, Wheat prices continued to 

rally on the back of the excitement created in 

the media regarding potential wheat 

purchases from China. Most of the other 

grains and oilseed markets consolidated this 

week post the rally.   

 

The optimism on the deal came from a 

Bloomberg news article, which in turn from a 

ProFarmer interview with a US trade 

negotiator.  

 

We would still like to see something confirmed 

by the Chinese side, as one-sided positive 

news has lost credibility in our eyes. With thin 

trading during the current holiday, traders 

should not forget that the deal has not been 

signed yet, and only being written down now. 

The $40 billion import number that is floating 

around in the news wires is something that has 

not been confirmed by the Chinese 

government.  

 

Some newswires are saying that China is still 

pushing against a hard number of US 

agricultural imports. Just looking at the 

historical record of how much China has 

usually imported, with an annual average of 

around 20+ billion worth of imports, the 

skepticism around the touted $40 billion with 

import number is understandable.  

 

Our view still holds, that this deal so far only 

means possibly there will be no further 

escalation on the trade war, where there will 

be no more new tariffs, removal of old tariffs 

is still a long way away.  

 

 

 

Price Change Change% 30 Day Low 30 Day High

Corn 390.00 2.25 0.58% 371.00 391.00

Wheat 556.25 14.00 2.58% 501.75 561.00

Beans 929.50 1.25 0.13% 867.50 941.50

Meal 300.40 -1.80 -0.60% 296.20 312.70

Beanoil 35.04 0.98 2.88% 30.40 35.18

Palmoil 3073 161 5.53% 2602 3103

DCE Beans 3831 -3 -0.08% 3660 3953

DCE Meal 2735 -6 -0.22% 2702 2798

DCE Beanoil 6768 158 2.39% 6156 6780

DCE Palmoil 6302 284 4.72% 5556 6306

Cotton 68.92 0.96 1.41% 63.70 69.34

WTI 61.72 1.28 2.12% 54.75 61.97

BRENT 68.16 2.02 3.05% 59.44 68.33

EUR 1.12 0.01 0.88% 1.10 1.12

USD Index 96.92 -0.77 -0.79% 96.59 98.54

CNY 7.00 -0.01 -0.16% 6.9601 7.0736
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China could potentially come in to buy US 

beans in Jan, however, US beans may not be 

competitive enough as we get close to the 

South American harvest season. However, 

there is a chance that demand for US crops 

may last for longer than expected, in case 

there is a delay in Brazilian harvest, given the 

delayed planting this year versus last year. 

 

 
 

With the current short trading week due to the 

New Year and Christmas holiday, there was 

lack of fundamental news this week. On the 

Beans long position, we recommended, our 

view is still the same, i.e. depending on details 

we hear from China on their plan for US 

soybeans, we could potentially see a short 

term top on soybeans.  In our view, once the 

buying frenzy is over, this is an opportunity to 

both liquidate the current long position we 

had recommended as well as an opportunity 

to go short soybeans.  

 
 

We do believe, in the absence of a major South 

American weather event, the chances of a 

lasting fundamental rally on soybeans are low.  

Beans have rallied close to 70 cents since we 

recommended a long position, possibly placing 

a trailing stops would be better versus trying 

to predict where the prices will top out as this 

is a news-driven rally  
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Weather continues to improve in South 

America. Argentina is expected to get rains still 

week. Forecasts for South American crop so 

far point towards a large harvest, unless there 

is a dramatic shift in the weather pattern.  

 

 
 

 

Grains 

 

Wheat has continued to rally based on 

perceived optimism vs actual fundamentals. 

Given the global balance sheet view, we still 

see wheat as overvalued. However, we still 

stick to the stop loss level of 560, as money 

management is always more important than 

the view.  

 

 

 

The major source of optimism was the pro-

farmer interview with a US negotiator.  

 

Wheat supply should be a concern only if we 

don’t get favourable spring weather, which is 

still far out to have a view on. In the absence 

of a North American weather issue, it is 

unlikely that wheat rally will sustain.  

 
 

We don’t expect a dramatic shift in the 

Northern Hemispheres wheat crop outlook to 

change our fundamental view of supply and 

demand balance sheets.  Our long-term views 

remain sideways to bearish unless something 

changes on the supply side, while we continue 

to discount the optimism on Chinese wheat 

purchases.  
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The optimism from the wheat market did not 

overflow in the Corn Market. 

 

The weather in Argentina continues to 

improve, taking out any concerns on the global 

corn supply. Chinese purchases can help 

support prices, but the world oversupply will 

prevent any sharp rallies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Oilseed complex 

 

Soybean prices retraced form the rally of last 

week, in spite of the continued optimism on 

the deal. There was a lack of fundamental 

news this week and it is expected to be the 

same next week as well due to the holidays.  
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 The Buenos Aires grain exchange called their 

soybean planting at 79% vs 83% a year ago. 

You may recall, that last year's Brazilian 

planting was early, so 79% is still quite quick. 

An early crop will potentially eat into US 

soybean's demand.  

As mentioned earlier, the Chinese have not 

officially lifted tariffs on soybeans from the 

US, also the news flow coming out of China 

does not mention any dollar amount on 

purchases. We continue to hold our view that 

a signed deal led rally will be a selling 

opportunity in view of a good South American 

crop.  

Wheat: Continue to hold 50% of the short 

position established last week between 540-

550.  Stop loss at close  $560  

Soybeans: continue to hold the long at 870. 

Place trailing stop loss on the long positions 

and look to put on the short position. 
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Disclaimer and Important Disclosures 

 

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be 

regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Please be 

aware that, where any views have been expressed in this report, the author of this report may have 

had many, varied views over the past 12 months, including contrary views. A large number of views 

are being generated at all times, and these may change quickly. Any valuations or underlying 

assumptions made are solely based on the author’s market knowledge and experience. 

Furthermore, the information in this report has not been prepared in accordance with legal 

requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research. The given material is 

subject to change and although based upon information that we consider reliable, it is not 

guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness. PRETB Pte Ltd believes that the information contained 

within this report is already in the public domain. The material is not intended to be used as a general 

guide to investing or as a source of any specific investment recommendations. Investors with any 

questions regarding the suitability of the products referred to in this presentation should consult 

their financial and tax advisors. 

 

This material does not constitute an offer or solicitation to any person in any jurisdiction in which 

such offer or solicitation is not authorized or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such offer 

or solicitation. Persons into whose possession this document may come are required to inform 

themselves of and to observe such restrictions. 

 

This document is confidential. It may not be reproduced, distributed or transmitted without the 

express written consent of PRETB Pte Ltd which reserves all rights.  

 

 

 

 


